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We would like to explain our activities for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020 (from July 1, 
2019 to June 30, 2020) with the DIT Report.
In 2020, the worldwide spread of COVID-19 has had a significant and inevitable impact on the 
economy and society.
In the information services industry to which we belong, digital transformation (DX) is 
progressing rapidly due to the advance of new fields such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
Internet of Things (IoT), and Robotic Process Automation (RPA), and its importance is further 
recognized during the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, it is expected that IT investment will 
continue to be robust. 
Under these circumstances, the Group has set up “five business strategies” in the 
medium-term management plan to continue our aggressive efforts. Through these strategies, 
we were able to achieve the target operating income margin of 10% for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 2021, one year ahead of schedule. 
Since our founding in 1982, we have been committed to providing cutting-edge technologies 
and services as the best partner of our customers and contributing to the creation of a future 
society by leveraging the advanced knowledge and broad perspectives that we have 
cultivated as an independent system integrator.
We look forward to the continued support and guidance of our shareholders.

We will respond to the rapid progress of digital transformation (DX) 
to contribute to the creation of the future society.

Satoshi Ichikawa, 
Representative Director 
and President

Expand the scope of business based on operational support and aim for net sales of 10 billion yen

Special Feature Challenges of the support business company
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Mochizuki: We provide general operational support. We use IT to 
solve customer issues and meet their requests. In addition to 
operational support, we offer support services for all services that 
customers create, such as business support and development support. 
End users in the telecommunications, manufacturing, and service 
industries account for 90%.

The support business company provides general support for customers to use the system, ranging from system 
environment construction to operation and maintenance. We asked the company president and other staff members of 
the software design department, who are in charge of on-site operations, to talk about their efforts and visions.

― Please tell us about the tasks of the support business 
company.

Mochizuki: We are proactively proposing improvements in operations. 
Most of the requests now are to reduce costs, and in order to meet 
these requests, we are proactively suggesting enhancements in 
efficiency and rationalization.

― Business is expanding because new customers are steadily 
increasing through operational support.

Arai: The first priority is how to provide the value of technology to our 
customers. Technology is advancing day by day, so we strive to catch 
up with the latest technology trends every day and make them our 
own.
Hashira: I am involved in development support work that coordinates 
customer’s business-related applications, web planning, system 
specification formulation, etc. between customers, so I feel that team 
cooperation is the most important. Skills are also essential, but it is 
necessary to have the ability to coordinate, such as listening to the 
needs of customers and communicating them to the production site.

―What do you keep in mind when you work?

Arai: I find it most rewarding for the services I have created to be used 
by the general public. Previously, we had developed a technology to 
reserve an email and send it at the desired date and time, and it was 
widely used by general users.
Hashira: The most memorable project was a service that was released 
by a team of young staff, including myself.

― Please tell us the successful examples of the projects you 
have worked on so far.

Arai: As we are promoting cloud computing, which is now common, we 
are transferring the functions of customer-operated servers to the 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud.
I want to acquire knowledge of AWS technology to propose better 
products associated with AWS to customers and provide the technical 
support needed to build the systems.

― Please tell us about how you see your career advancing in 
the future.

Mochizuki:  From now on, it will be important to use new services and 
mechanisms to meet the needs of our customers and solve their 
problems. We want to expand the range of operations, such as 
development support based on operational support. In the future, we 
will work toward sales of 5 to 10 billion yen.

Hashira: I am thinking of taking on a leader’s role by making use of my 
on-site experience. There are no DIT members who are engaged in 
development work at the current site, but we would like to increase 
the number of members who can perform development work so that 
we can handle large-scale projects as a team.

―Please tell us about your company’s vision.
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Tetsuya Mochizuki
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We achieved the three “Triple 10” targets in our medium-term 
management plan a year earlier than scheduled by stabilizing 
our business foundation and strengthening growth factors.

Achieved our “Triple 10” medium-term management targets a year ahead of schedule

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020, the 
second year of our medium-term management 
plan, we continued our two-pronged business 
strategies focused on stabilizing our business 
foundation and strengthening growth factors. 
We implemented management measures to 
achieve the “Triple 10” targets set in the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2017. As a result, we 
reached net sales of 10 billion yen in the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2017 and an operating 
income of 1 billion yen in the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2019. We then ended up hitting our 
remaining target of an operating income 
margin of 10% in the fiscal year ended June 
30, 2020, one year ahead of schedule, by 
promoting business administration with a 
more focus on profit rate.

OEM provision of xoBlos as a collaborative function of cloud ERP system “ZAC” 
Minimizes the time and effort of processing management reports

We will partially revamp xoBlos (a solution developed in-house that improves the efficiency of Excel tasks) for cloud services, and start OEM 
provision as a collaborative function of cloud enterprise resource planning (ERP) system ZAC, provided by oRo Co., Ltd. As a result, with just one 
click, management data accumulated on ZAC can be output and turned into a report in a layout specific to respective companies. 
xoBlos is a solution that dramatically improves the efficiency of repetitive and time-consuming Excel-based tasks through the automation and 
high-speed processing of such work, instantly aggregating data 
across multiple files. 
ERP system ZAC, provided by oRo, is a core business system 
that can consolidate company’s management data. Its 
“management accounting” function has gained high marks with 
customers in particular. xoBlos, which our company will 
provide to oRo as an OEM, has been modified for use with 
ZAC as a cloud service to help minimize the time and effort of 
processing management reports, which users spent many days 
to complete. 

Net sales
 (million yen)

Operating income
(million yen)

Operating income margin
 (%)

Our business is divided into two main business segments: Software Development Business and System Sales Business, and the Software 
Development Business is further divided into three business segments: Business Solutions Unit, Embedded Solutions Unit and Original Product Unit. 
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020, the Business Solutions Unit, which accounts for around 60% of total sales, continued to secure stable 
orders mainly from existing customers. 
In the business system development, the development of financial and distribution systems was sluggish, with the former affected by acceptance 
inspection for some projects being postponed to the next fiscal year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the latter by the recoil from orders for a 
large-scale project acquired in the previous year. Meanwhile, profit for the unit improved on the whole thanks to progress with the strategic shift 
toward high-margin projects, mainly for system development for the public sector and the manufacturing industry, and the emergence of benefits 
from nearshore development.
Operational support grew sharply due to increased business transactions with existing customers and success with new customer acquisition 
efforts, driving growth for the Business Solutions Unit. 
In the Embedded Solutions Unit (embedded system development, embedded system verification), extremely strong growth continued until the 
third quarter on the back of the following strategic measures. Steady progress with moves to expand automotive- and IoT-related products in 
embedded system development resulted in substantial growth in both sales and profits. Embedded system verification also saw a steady increase 
in sales and profits thanks to the progress of the shift to automotive-related products. Meanwhile, in the fourth quarter, we achieved steady sales 
and profit growth even amid the impact from the COVID-19 pandemic. 
In the System Sales Business, which mainly sells Rakuichi (support system manufactured by CASIO Computer Co., Ltd.), sales and profits advanced 
due to sharp sales growth associated with replacement and repair demand backed by the reduced tax rates in relation to the consumption tax 
hike, and the end of Windows 7 support. 
As a result of the efforts described above, all segments witnessed solid growth. Thanks to this, net sales were ¥13,495 million (up 9.2% year on 
year), operating income was ¥1,352 million (up 23.5% year on year), ordinary income was ¥1,357 million (up 22.7% year on year), and net income 
attributable to owners of parent was ¥978 million (up 32.6% year on year) in the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020, achieving continued growth of 
sales and profits.

A
Please tell us about your business results for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020.Q

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020, which is the second year of our medium-term management plan, we continued our two-pronged business 
strategies focused on stabilizing our business foundation and strengthening growth factors. We implemented management measures aimed at 
achieving the “Triple 10” targets outlined in said management plan by the fiscal year ending June 30, 2021, and ended up hitting our target of an 
operating income margin of 10% by the fiscal year ending June 30, 2021, one year ahead of schedule, in the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020. As 
we had already reached net sales of 10 billion yen in the target fiscal year ended June 30, 2017 and an operating income of 1 billion yen in the 
target fiscal year ended June 30, 2019, the other two “Triple 10” targets, hitting an operating income margin of 10% means that we have now 
achieved all of these targets. One major factor behind the operating income margin growth is increased profitability on the back of margin 
improvement for our original products.
The Group continues to implement proactive measures to achieve the following five business strategies set in our medium-term management 
plan.
　●Renovation (strengthening and stabilizing the business foundation through reform of existing businesses)
　●Innovation (creating new value based on our original products)
　●Shifting from competition to collaboration (expanding business through collaboration)
　●Shifting from development to services (business expansion from a perspective of operational support and service)
　●Human resource procurement and development (employment and development)
　In terms of the first strategy “Renovation,” we achieved sharp growth as a result of combination of factors, including solid investment in IT 
regardless of industry, an increased capital investment in the automotive industry, and last-minute demand backed by the reduced tax rates in 
relation to the consumption tax hike. As for the second strategy “Innovation,” we achieved steady growth until the third quarter as a result of 
ongoing efforts to enhance product appeal and strengthen sales for WebARGUS, our original product for web security solution using our 
proprietary technology, and the Excel innovation platform xoBlos. Growth was sluggish in the fourth quarter due to the impact from the COVID-19 
pandemic, but we still see ample room for further growth in terms of customer needs. With regard to original products, in addition to existing 
solutions for security and improving work efficiency, we plan to develop new competitive products that combine our strengths in Content 
Management System (CMS) and security technology, provide DX services for attaining Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the “new 
normal” society amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and actively implement M&As.  

A
Please tell us about the progress and strategies in the medium-term management plan.Q

Our company has been enjoying constant growth, steadily growing year after year. Amid the recent COVID-19 pandemic, as part of efforts to 
prevent infection among our employees, we have been firmly putting systems into place that maintain the proportion of remote work while also 
preventing a drop in performance levels and providing services acceptable to our customers. It is difficult to expand our business by increasing new 
customers while employees are working from home. As we need to put forth our plans while gaining confirmation from potential customers 
face-to-face, finding a way to resolve this is a key issue going forward.
Finally, with regard to returning profits to shareholders, we will pay stable and continuous dividends while taking into account the balance with 
retained earnings needed to expand our business. Our target for the dividend payout ratio is 30% or more, and we will pay an annual dividend of 
20 yen per share for the fiscal year under review. For the next fiscal year, we plan to pay an annual dividend of 20 yen per share. We look forward 
to the continued support and encouragement of our shareholders.

A
Are there any other messages to shareholders?Q

Satoshi Ichikawa, 
Representative Director and President
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orders mainly from existing customers. 
In the business system development, the development of financial and distribution systems was sluggish, with the former affected by acceptance 
inspection for some projects being postponed to the next fiscal year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the latter by the recoil from orders for a 
large-scale project acquired in the previous year. Meanwhile, profit for the unit improved on the whole thanks to progress with the strategic shift 
toward high-margin projects, mainly for system development for the public sector and the manufacturing industry, and the emergence of benefits 
from nearshore development.
Operational support grew sharply due to increased business transactions with existing customers and success with new customer acquisition 
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prevent infection among our employees, we have been firmly putting systems into place that maintain the proportion of remote work while also 
preventing a drop in performance levels and providing services acceptable to our customers. It is difficult to expand our business by increasing new 
customers while employees are working from home. As we need to put forth our plans while gaining confirmation from potential customers 
face-to-face, finding a way to resolve this is a key issue going forward.
Finally, with regard to returning profits to shareholders, we will pay stable and continuous dividends while taking into account the balance with 
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Company name Digital Information Technologies Corporation Abbreviation: DIT

Location 5th Floor of FORECAST Sakurabashi, 4-5-4 Hatchobori, Chuo-ku, Tokyo  
TEL: 03-6311-6520 (main)/FAX: 03-6311-6521

Established January 4, 2002
Capital 453,156 thousand yen (as of the end of June 2020)
Closing month  June
Number of employees 1,056 (consolidated) (as of the end of June 2020)

Our IR information page: https://www.ditgroup.jp/ir/


